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P OXY 4711 AND THE POETRY OF PARTHENIUS* 

Abstract: POxy. 4711 (from a papyrus codex of the sixth century AD) contains elegiacs with at least three metamor- 
phosis myths (Adonis, Asterie, Narcisssus). In this article I argue against the suggestion by (among others) the first 
editor of this papyrus that the verses might be by Parthenius. I do so by examining the evidence for Parthenian author- 
ship (especially the presumed imitations by Ovid and Gregory of Nazianzus) and by comparing the style of the new 
piece with what we actually possess of Parthenian poetry (especially withfr 28 Lightfoot, which might come from the 
Metamorphoseis). Instead I suggest a late date of composition and would regard the fragments as a collection of the- 
matically arranged 6rnlyrja-ra in verse which are related to the production of progymnasmata in schools. 

P OxY. 4711 consists of one larger and three smaller fragments of a papyrus codex of the sixth 
century AD. On both sides of the main fragment (fr. 1) we find elegiacs which narrate at least 
three metamorphosis myths. On the ,-side, in lines 1-7, we have the end of the story of Adonis. 
After that, and without any verbal link, a new story starts, namely that of Asterie, who was pur- 
sued by Zeus and became first a bird and then the island Delos on which her sister Leto gave birth 
to Artemis and Apollo. The --side is much less legible, especially in its first part. So it is uncer- 
tain what the first lines contain. But at least from line 10, and perhaps from an earlier line (in 
line 8 ]EoeiiceXov el[6og is a plausible supplement),l the myth of Narcissus is told. 

I provide the text (unless otherwise mentioned supplements are Henry's).2 

I 

POxy. 4711, I fr 1 

].. [. ]oosZ.5[ .... ] . ][A][A[. .]. [ . . ao a[. ].[ .]. .. o13 [ 
Kirn]pi6t icai 1X.. [... ] 

vEo0.t cEpa.E[sprvrlt. 5 oiS]voga 6' a5 inot[a]ji~it ZEE ... . .[ 
a'l.tat 6' s'gppoo[i]{ot Kiac v 6OaX[XE pb66ov. 

Koou Kai Go{prlq Ttrnl[v {]GoS i[ysyaagia 
Agrroi KE pX[r] 

a yyovo; 'AGT[EpiTl. 
rilv 8i ZEb; Iro6 EcKEv, p1e[ruE 6 

10 rp~ora gtv sEPipwV 6pv; i)nsxp v[efPgv, 
6[E1]6Epov ax Ctejiaczia tmaot svt. [- - 

--TCv20t, 
a[i]v 

5' 
4boi vro l v[.. x. [i.. ... [ s:ai 15; oi t bs~ ZE~is Ain[ 

o[b]v Oo{13st scXilv 'Ap[ZECLt 
15 .... ]. 8' dsts0ts.. [ 

4 .a. Reed, 
PeiX.o[0at] 

Henry 5 TeXhe (Reed, Luppe) rather than yEE (Henry) 
6 ii6ov Hutchinson, ptpr6v Henry 15 cf n.42 below. 

*Earlier versions of this paper were given to the 
Cambridge Literary Seminar (organized by R.L. Hunter 
and M.D. Reeve) and to a conference on Parthenius in 
Nice (organized by A. Zucker) in May 2006. I should like 
to thank the organizers and the audiences on both occa- 
sions. I have profited much from the kindness and learn- 
ing of G.O. Hutchinson, W.B. Henry and J.D. Reed who 
commented on later drafts. Any errors in this paper are of 

course my own. I am grateful to G.O. Hutchinson, W. 
Luppe and J.D. Reed for allowing me to see their articles 
on POxy 4711 before publication. 

1 By Henry (2005). 
2 Henry (2005) 52 conjectures a coronis at the end of 

the Adonis section, but only on analogy with its appear- 
ance between the single stories in papyri of Call. Aet. 3- 
4. It should, however, be removed from the text. 
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P.Oxy. 4711, ---fr 1 

].[ ].o.cp...[ 
] ....a~r...[ 

5 ] .......... [ ....]........[ 
] 
..AA.... 

[ ..... 
A 

]At[3Cp~o't[s A]oztv. [ 
] ...... v...[...] ....,s..[...]...[ 
] ....... "[...... 0]Eo AA~ov E. [ 
]..... [ .... '.[. .... [ 

10 ]ov ElXEV, wc*X~ aiPE aic 6' &irav-rx 

pL]opcpiS i p6auoto ocpizkpqq 
]p icrl'yfi 

[6],ocp6pax'o 
t~p~vv 6vEipoi 

icXa]hGoaco 6' T&'yrllv 
] ... 863KE 8& yi1rll 

15 ]... (PEtPEv 

4 cf. n.34 below. 

In his editio princeps of this piece, W.B. Henry cautiously suggested Parthenius as the author 
of these verses, arguing that they might come from his Metamorphoseis.3 Shortly afterwards he 
was supported by G.O. Hutchinson,4 who drew attention to a possible imitation of the verses in 
Ovid, and by W. Luppe, who found the attribution to Parthenius even 'highly probable'.5 The 
only sceptical voice so far is that of J. Reed, who formulates the impression that the style of the 
fragment is simpler than 'Parthenius' ornate, recherch6 style' (Reed (2006) 76). 

It seems needless to stress that if Henry's hypothesis were right, this would be an enormous 
advance for Parthenian scholarship, not only because it would give us a first insight into 
Parthenius' Metamorphoseis, but also because it would add a considerable number of new lines 
to our notoriously meagre collection of Parthenius' poetry. 

In order to show that these lines are probably not by Parthenius, I would first like to examine 
the evidence for Parthenian authorship presented by Henry and Hutchinson. After having shown, 
as I hope, that this evidence is not convincing, I would like to compare the style of the new 
papyrus poem withfr 28 Li., which is our only poetical fragment in which a metamorphosis is 
described. In that comparison it should become clear that we are concerned with different kinds 
of poetry which can hardly be by the same author. 

The argument for ascribing the new verses to Parthenius runs as follows:6 
(A) The verses have to be Hellenistic or earlier because 

(a) elegiacs for long poems (that means except epigrams) fade in late antiquity, and these 
verses are not epigrams (because of their epic colour)7 

(b) the verses are apparently imitated by Ovid.8 

3 Henry (2005) 47. 
4 Hutchinson (2006) 71. I would like to stress that 

Hutchinson too is very cautious in attributing the poem to 
Parthenius. The main part of his paper interprets P.Oxy. 
4711 as a possible background to Ovid's Metamorphoses. 
Hutchinson's approach remains valuable even if P Oxy. 
4711 is not by Parthenius or another Hellenistic author, 

because it is of course possible that metamorphosis 
poetry of this kind existed already in Hellenistic times, cf 
below p. 13. 

5 Luppe (2006a) 55. 
6 Based on Henry (2005) 47 and Hutchinson (2006) 71. 
7 This last point only at Hutchinson (2006) 75. 
8 This point only maintained by Hutchinson (2006) 80. 
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(B) Given that hypothesis (A) is right, i.e. that the piece is by a pre-imperial author, the author 
has to be one of the more important writers, because otherwise it seems improbable that his 
verses 

(a) would appear in Egypt at this late time and 
(b) be imitated by Ovid and Gregory of Nazianzus.9 

(C) If hypothesis B) is right the author is likely to be Parthenius because 
(a) other known authors of metamorphosis poetry which could be in elegiacs were not 

famous enough to turn up in the sixth century. 
(b) If it can be shown that Gregory of Nazianzus alludes to this poem (cf (B, b)), 

Parthenian authorship becomes likely, because this allusion would happen just before Gregory's 
allusion to Parth.fr 28 Li. (if that is really an allusion). 

Let us examine the details of this argument: 
On (A, a): The verses may in fact be epigrams'o (not only the examples of the learned poets 
Agathias and Paulus Silentiarius but also inscriptions" show that in epigram elegiacs were used 
in the sixth century). As Hutchinson (2006) 74-5 himself has shown, the single mythical sections 
of the papyrus are 'relatively short narratives' and 'formally unjoined'. Their epic colour as 
demonstrated by Hutchinson (2006) 75 n.9 is beyond questionlz2 and can be shown even in a more 
detailed way.'3 But is this really enough to show that these pieces are not epigrams? For we 
should take into account that myths of metamorphosis were the subject of epic (Nestor of 
Laranda, Ovid). So, a stronger epic colour than in ordinary Hellenistic epigrams could be the 
result of content, as it is in those epigrams of the Palantine Anthology which are concerned with 
Homeric matters.14 

To (A, b): I am not convinced that Ov. Met. 6.185-6 is an apparent allusion to I fr 1.7-8 as 
Hutchinson suggests: 

POxy. 4711 )fr 1.7-8 

Koou) ial Ioipsl T~zr[]vi] o, ix[yeyauia 
AntoliSg iKE (pi2[4] aiYyovo; 'A)A6[epim. 

9 Points (a) and (b) only at Hutchinson (2006) 71 (on 
the alleged imitation by Ovid 80). Henry (2005) 53 had 
already drawn attention to the similarities between P Oxy. 
4711 and Gregory, but doubts a direct influence. 

Wo Guidorizzi (1984) gives a survey of the papyrus 
epigrams of the imperial period. According to him the 
most frequent type is the thematically arranged antho- 
logy. At this point one should remember that the distinc- 
tion between epigram and elegy was never sharp, as has 
become clear especially after the discovery of the Milan 
roll of Posidippus which contains some epigrams of 14 
lines, cf Hutchinson (2002) 7-8. 

11 I add a list of elegiac inscriptions of the sixth cen- 
tury AD found in SGO 1: 01/10/03, 01/20/20, 02/09/18, 
02/09/23, 03/02/20, 03/02/22, 03/02/50, 03/02/51. 

12 But ~CEgLauia can be found in epigram not only in 
AP 9.17.2 = FGE 2095 (Germanicus), but also in anon. 
AP 7.148.3; to Hutchinson's examples (only to second 
century AD) of dysairl (--fr. 1.13) in epigrams add SGO 
01/20/20, 2. 

13 In addition to Hutchinson's list of words with epic 
colour it might be interesting that IEitutia (s fr. 1.11, 
already identified as an epic word by Hutchinson) is used 
in Homer when a goddess moves down from Olympus (II. 
7.24, 14.298), that is in an action similar to Asterie's leap 
into the sea; in II. 15.83 and 172, where it goes with 
6ti~waxo, the subjects are Hera or Iris. Other elements of 
epic colour are the frequent use of iterativa (J fr. 1.8 
eoIKcEv; 9 no8c~KEcv; -*fr 1.10 &T0EXOQipEoKE (hapax)), 
the application of 

pisos 
to relatives (4 fr. 1.8 cpiX[rl] 

ornyyovo;). xploa pLv ... 6[E]6tcEpOV a (4 fr. 1.10-11) 
comes five times in Homer); for - fr. 1.14 &0KcE & 
yaii7til cf. Od. 21.31 &i0KE &i t6(ovll and Od. 24.73 &5iKE 
demntnpll. 

14 I refer only to the use of the 'epic' .EtLaiia (cf 
nn.12-13) in AP 7.148 which is an epitaph on Aias; for 
more material, cf Gow and Page on HE 948-9 
(Asclepiades) and especially on Archias, GP XVI = AP 
7.147. 
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Ov. Met. 6.184-7 (Niobe speaking) 

quaerite nunc, habeat quam nostra superbia laudem 
nescioquoque audete satam Titanida Coeo 
Latonam praeferre mihi, cui maxima quondam 
exiguam sedem pariturae terra negauit. 

Hutchinson (2006) 80 stresses the density of this 'statement of family' in both texts, unexpected 
in Ovid. But this density has a clear function in Niobe's speech and cannot be seen as the result 
of allusion to a source. The verses function as a counterpart to Niobe's own more splendid 
genealogy from Zeus (174-6, unlike Latona who is descended from a Titan). It is rhetorically 
consistent that Niobe presents her own genealogy more explicitly and Latona's as briefly as pos- 
sible. The combination of all three names in both texts is remarkable indeed, but at the same time 
we should be aware of the differences: apart from the different order, Ttrl[vi{]5og in P Oxy. 4711 
is connected with Goilihg, whereas in Ovid Titanida goes with Latonam. The position of A-rtog 
or Latonam at the beginning of the verse could be influenced by Hes. Theog. 18.406, 918, in both 
cases independently.ls 

Although I have not found a poetic parallel for the combination of all three names, one should 
be aware that a mythographic account of Asterie's genealogy is quite likely to contain all three 
names in some way, cf e.g.: 

[Apoll.] 1.2.2: ~Tyvovro &k Ttrvov ~iyovot '2KEicvoi sv Kci TriOo0 'QKEavieS;, 'Aoaia Xb 
'Hkctpa Awpi; Ebpiv6tL] ['A~.tpvrpi-rn] Mi~'it, Koio. 6k &ai coif]]; 'Aoepia Icral Arl._, .. 

Schol. Nic. Ther 13 b: T t v i Sv & "Apretqi, i1 AIorlioM 0uxys&rp cal Ko.o toi Ttxvog. 

Since both poets wanted to write (for different reasons) in a mythographical way, we should keep 
in mind the possibility that Ovid and the author of the papyrus poem could have drawn on some 
mythographical source independently. 

Now to point (B, b) and the alleged imitation by Gregory of Nazianzus, which seems all the 
more impressive because it immediately precedes a passage that some scholars regard as an imi- 
tation of just that fragment of Parthenius which describes a metamorphosis in elegiacs. As for 
fr. 28 Li. = SH 640 (cited above) and Greg. Naz. 1.2.29.157-60 (PG 37.896 Migne): 

"AXXrl c~ ito-rag~oio icahoi; ~tEjiijvatO 
niaveto oud oxdaf nf aediene fidas 

Xwr'TCZV i)6WP, XEiPE6CTaV aql~paobEZO, dc(ppov iQ1tjCa7EV' 
&XXh' o~i6' ij 1;P~~ i jpei i~ai Xfryr 7ir6o;. 

Some kind of influence, either directl6 or at least indirect, through a lost common source,'7 can- 
not be denied. Although the description of drinking the water of the beloved river is not in 
Partheniusls and we cannot be sure whether the nameless heroine in Gregory was not Comaetho 

15 Cf also Ap. Rhod. 2.710: |Arlrzo KotoyivEta 
pih?~xt vi XEpolv a~pdoEt. 

16 Lightfoot (1999) 178-9; Hutchinson (2006) 71. 
17 Lefherz (1958) 45-6 thinks that Gregory imitates 

not Parthenius, but a lost Hellenistic model. Others 
thought that an imperial text stands between Parthenius 
and Gregory, for instance Keydell (1960) 123 (Nestor of 
Laranda's Metamorphoseis); cf the useful survey in WylB 
(1983) 853. 

18 I cannot follow Meineke and Lightfoot (1999) 180, 
who argue for a missing couplet between lines 3 and 4. 
Hollis (1976) 149 misses a description of Byblis' crying, 
which would explain her transformation into a spring, 
The mention of weeping would destroy the parallelism 
described above: Kypris both sets her on fire and trans- 
forms her into water. Note that Parthenius also springs 
from Byblis, as she puts the noose round her neck, to the 
Milesian maidens tearing their robes infr 33.5 Li. 
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but Tyro,19 the use of iritAaiveaoat, the echo of the rare imperfect of that compound verb20 in 
Gregory's LoaivEto and the fire/water imagery (although itself widespread and used in slightly 
different ways in both texts) remains impressive. 

The similarities between P Oxy. 4711 and Gregory mainly consist in the description of 
Narcissus' self-love: 

- fr. 1.11: t]opcpi~; lpioato ocpe'r~prlS 

Greg. Naz. 1.2.29.155 (PG 37.895): ioppri 
ti 

itsi noo' piaooaao (= 2.2.3.52 (PG 37.1484), also of 
Narcissus). 

I would agree with Henry (2005) 53, who found the similarities 'hardly so distinctive as to sug- 
gest that Gregory knew our text'. First, it should be noted that also in this case Gregory seems 
to follow another version of the Narcissus myth from his alleged source, for - unlike the papyrus 
poem - he lets Narcissus drown, which seems to imply the Neoplatonist version of the myth21 (it 
would not be difficult, however, to explain such a modification by a Christian author). Secondly, 
the linguistic similarities. The connection of gopcpi and Ap&v can be found in Xen. Symp. 
8.29,22 although rarely anywhere else.23 But I have found at least one instance of jopcpqi gov- 
erned by ppo;, also in a mythological context.24 In other accounts of the myth the idea of 
Narcissus loving himselfts25 can be found as well as the use of iopqpAil combined with a posses- 
sive.26 Finally, the combination goppiqf ... Mig does not have to be inspired by Ctoppfig ... 
o(pevrprl; of the papyrus,27 as Gregory uses it also in other contexts, e.g. Xptorrb Clyv ioppilv 
7tEtsp3P icEpuaox; (1.2.14.90 (PG 37.762)). Later, Nonnos has it quite often, also in the context 

19 Cf Gregory's Kac2oi; ... 15Eiepotq (157) with iaXi& 

Ie0pa 
in Hom. Od. 11.240 and [Hes.]fr 30. 35 M.-W., 

both in connection with Tyro. In no version of the myth 
does Tyro actually drink the water of Enipeus, but neither 
does Comaetho in Parthenius, and it would be a plausible 
extension of her notorious madness of love as described, 
e.g., in Lucian, DMar 13. It may be noted, however, that 
in his commentary on Gregory's verse, Cosmas 
Hierosolymitanus (PG 38.517 Migne) says that the hero- 
ine is Hera and adduces the Tyro myth, including the 
detail of drinking water from the river. Lefherz (1958) 
44-5, however, doubts that this version of the Tyro myth 
is based on an older version. Slight evidence for 
Comaetho may be seen in the fact that Gregory's other 
examples (Echo and Pan, Daphnis) are connected with 
metamorphosis. Demoen (1996) 393 draws attention to 
Greg. Naz. 2.1.1.91 = PG 37.977, where Gregory uses a 
similar expression 

(txaipaixi Itrpxpovta nopapaooovra 
E~0pa) to describe the desire for political power. 

Demoen does not want to see here an allusion to the 
Comaetho myth. It seems remarkable, however, that two 
verses before (2.1.1.89) Gregory uses the image of enjoy- 
ing idle dreams, tepnbLjEvov WEoaoTrt Kai d&6pavkEootv 
6vEipot;, and a verse later (92) the grasping of the mirror 
image, iti&vv 

V 7EipEoGtV iXEtV, j &hsi~v pcaaoetv. 
With zprrcpCEVOV ... 6ve{potq now compare POxy 4711, 
--*fr 1.12 rp\ytv 6veipou; cf also Greg. Naz. PG 35.636 
i)VExpab~oug r~pyEOS. 

20 Cf the evidence given by Lightfoot (1999) ad loc. 
21 Knecht (1972) on 155-6; Henry (2005) 53. 
22 Hutchinson (2006) 71 n.2. 

23 I agree with Hutchinson (2006) 71 n.2 that Greg. 
Naz. 1.2.2.665 (PG 37.630) Xptorbv Xoti; ILoppi 
kptrubuo; hos86v kpoarlv could also be derived from 
POxy 4711. But cf also [Lib.] Characteres epistolici 91 
(vol. IX.9-ll Foerster): 'Epi6, tpi6, vi1 'ob; Oeo6q, 'i' 

O"flq E86pERO~oS ZE Kai Apomtucs Cloppig Kwal Aplov oix 
atoXovotaot. 

24 Hippolytus (third century AD), Refutatio omnium 
haeresium 5.7.12 (p.146.2-3 Marcovich): Axv 86 il 
Edslvy 'Ev6pimOVsOq Eig inttW2aLtV iXhrlt sml kpoza 
Lopprlg. 

25 Cf siosxtuO yiVE'vxa &'ioxog ; pana'le in the quota- 
tion from Conon given in n.26. 

26 GDRK VI.3, col. II, 8-9: voapictoo[ / goppi~V 
i6i8v [; Conon 24: 'O 8i NdpKlaoOg imbv at'oO "tiV 
Oytv Cau 'iv IIop(piV iti KpfAlvl iv&aXXovivtlv 'ip 
sSsxt, i Ci j6VO; sia pproto; ~axroi y{ve'ost &'ono; 
ipaarilj; Suda it 1934: 'ilv oiKsiav Ctopnlyv. For later 
times, cf Gregorius Cyprus, Paroemiographi Graeci 
2.85.3 Leutsch-Schneidewin, where Narcissus is actually 
'loving' his 

pLoppnil" 'mv oiseiav no0oo vmx lopqpilv. 
Philostr. Imag. 23.1 has Ap&v with a synonym of toppil 
(about Narcissus) Apiiv r~i';S xroi 6paq. Similarly an 
inscription on a picture of Narcissus, found in the Domus 
Musae ofAssisi (Bulloch (2006) 137-8) has 'if i8i{a; 68' 
s&Kev [ed. pr., 6 8adriv Bulloch] EiK6VO biyphv [accord- 
ing to Bulloch (2006) 139-40 an internal accusative 
meaning 'limply'] ip&t. 

27 For this phrase in the context of metamorphosis, cf 
earlier Mosch. Eur. 163 of Zeus taking on his old appear- 
ance: as0srperplv ved'~ro Loppil)v. 
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of metamorphosis (e.g. Dion. 9.158 iilv &ves6&oao goppi'iv). But even if we assume some kind 
of influence, after what we maintained above under (A), we do not have any reason to think that 
an imitation of the papyrus poem by Gregory is the only possible explanation. For, of course, the 
relationship could be the other way round (if we insist on direct influence), or - more probably 
- in this case, too, both authors could have drawn on the same source independently. 

To sum up:28 On the one hand, none of the evidence just examined makes Parthenian author- 
ship of the text in P Oxy. 4711 probable. On the other hand, none of it excludes such an attribu- 
tion. What seems necessary is a comparison of the papyrus poem with what we actually have of 
Parthenius' poetry, especially with fr. 28 Li. For it remains possible that this fragment comes 
from his Metamorphoseis, and if we attribute P Oxy. 4711 to Parthenius, it would be reasonable 
to assume that both the papyrus poem andfr. 28 Li. belonged to the same poem. 

II 

Fr. 28 Li. = SH 640 consists of a pentameter and two elegiac distichs, describing a maiden who 
loves the river Cydnus and is transformed into a spring. She can be identified with Comaetho:29 

napOivo; ii KiXAico v iAAyKev &vrnopiV, 
a6xiaT{ o; 6' A7tEXEV, KcX0Copflt 6' ~iEraiv~VEo Ki36vot, 

K'rtpti6o; A &6'6twv iropobv &vagyICqivrl, 
EiCa6ie ~L.V KaICnpt; nrlyhiv OAzo, CiiAE 6' ipwtt 

Ki6vou icca vi~jKopi~ tbax6Evvxa yd6Ciov. 

A maiden ruling over the Cilicians, 
to wedlock near, she raved with love for Cydnus, 
Lighting a torch for him from Cypris' shrine; 
Till, rendering her a spring, Cypris conjoined 
Of river and of nymph an aqueous match. (trans. J.L. Lightfoot) 

Before we can compare this fragment with the new poem we have to examine the arguments 
by those who doubt that these verses could have belonged to Parthenius' Metamorphoseis.3o 
Martini, in his note on his fr. 14, deduces from Stephanus of Byzantium's introduction to the 
verses that they belong to a longer geographical description of the spring into which Comaetho 
was transformed. But as Henry (2005) 47 n.1 justly stresses, Stephanus' words (inYl ...) nEpi iS 
Hap0Avio; ypdipwov 61iXa te Xy Kt ai i6nt ... do not say anything about the extent of what has 

28 It may also be relevant that Parthenius is known to 
have treated two of the subjects we find in the new 
papyrus, namely the myths of Adonis (frr 29 = SH 641 u. 
42 Li. = SH 654) and of Delos 

(frr. 
10-12 Li. = SH 620- 

2); cf Henry (2005) 47, who does not, however, regard 
this as a real argument for Parthenian authorship. Fr 29 
Li. deserves our special attention, since it is from an ele- 
giac poem (fr 42 consists only of the epithet Kavaonit): 
... 'Alog ... Kopiov a(T~tCrEvog @ 6phOv. Since it can- 
not be integrated into & fr 1.5-6, Hutchinson (2006) 74 
suggests it could have stood at the beginning. This is, of 
course, possible, but at least the only beginning of a 
mythical section we possess, J fr 1.7ff. on Asterie, starts 
with a genealogy, not with a geographical detail to be 
explained aetiologically in the following story. Another 
problem could lie in the fact that the river infr 29 Li. is 
Cilician whereas in ( fr 1.5 the river Adonis near Byblos 

is most probably mentioned or implied (Henry (2005) ad 
loc.; Reed (2006) 79). Henry (2005) 47 doubtfully raised 
the possibility that Parthenius' Delos might have been 
part of the Metamorphoseis, but Hutchinson (2006) 74 
finds this unlikely. Indeed, we do not have the slightest 
evidence for it (Lightfoot (1999) ad loc. thinks of a 
hymn). But even if we accepted Henry's suggestion, I do 
not see how it can strengthen the case for the Parthenian 
authorship of 

P.Oxy 
4711, because the part on Asterie- 

Delos we possess could not easily be combined in a sin- 
gle narration with the Delos-fragments. So the Delos 
myth would have been treated twice in the 
Metamorphoseis, which is an odd assumption. 

29 Rohde (1960) 100 n. 1 referring to Nonn. Dion. 
2.143-4 and 40.141-3. 

30 Most recently by Lightfoot (1999) ad loc. 
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been omitted by the citation. Secondly, one might expect a poem on metamorphoses to be writ- 
ten in hexameters.31 Indeed, the known poetic works on metamorphoses are either in hexameters 
(Nicander's Heteroiumena, Nestor of Laranda's Metamorphoseis) or we do not know their metre 
because no original word has been transmitted (Antigonos Alloioseis, Didymarchus' and 
Theodorus' Metamorphoseis). But we do have examples of mythological narrations in elegiacs 
from Hellenistic times, and Ovid's Fasti give an example of an elegiac work which at least part- 
ly deals with metamorphosis myths. Moreover, I would like to draw attention to a piece of evi- 
dence which as far as I know has not been mentioned in this context before.32 In Ep. 5.17.2 the 
Younger Pliny mentioned a recitation by Calpurnius Piso: 

Recitabat IataaoTEptotaiv eruditam sane luculentamque materiam. Scripta elegis erat fluentibus et 
teneris et enodibus, sublimibus etiam, ut poposcit locus. 

'He read a poem he has composed upon a very bright and learned subject, namely, the mythology of 
the constellations. His numbers, which were elegiac, were soft, flowing, and easy, nor wanted even 
sublimity when the topic demanded it.' (trans. W. Melmoth/W.M.L. Hutchinson) 

These Katasterismoi, which to judge by the title contained transformations into stars, were in 
elegiacs, and the way Pliny describes this poetry does not suggest that it was a selection of epi- 
grams (esp. sublimibus). Thus at least in the first century AD it was possible to write elegiacs 
about a mythical action which is related to ordinary forms of metamorphosis and which was treat- 
ed together with them in poems called Metamorphoseis (Nikander ap. Antonin. Lib. 25; Ovid). 
Therefore, I see no objection in principle to regarding fr. 28 Li. as a part of Parthenius' 
Metamorphoseis, although there is no positive evidence other than the mere content of the frag- 
ment. 

Let us now compare this fragment with P Oxy. 4711. If we first consider the question of mere 
length of the single stories told in Parth.fr. 28 Li. and the sections of the papyrus, there is no dif- 
ficulty in assuming that they belong to the same poem. For although one cannot be sure about 
the actual extent of the sections, a rather short length seems probable. 

The fact that fr. 28 Li. starts with a pentameter and the use of 8' in line 2 (according to 
Hermann's generally accepted restoration of the first couplet) suggest that there was an introduc- 
tion of at least one hexameter, perhaps more but not many more because we seem to be at the 
beginning of the story. In line 5 the story comes to an end. Thus it had at least six or perhaps a 
few more verses. 

That matches the probable length of the sections of the papyrus: Hutchinson (2006) 73-4 came 
on codicological grounds to a theoretical maximum of 45 lines for the story of Asterie and of 36 
lines for Adonis, if the codex had (as usual at that time) no more than 45 lines a page; and to a 
maximum of 29 lines for Asterie and of 20 for Adonis, if it had its probable minimum of 29 lines 
a page. Hutchinson (2006) 74 points out, however, that the rapidity of the narrations suggests a 
shorter extent for the single sections. The story of Asterie which starts in . ft 1.7 seems to have 
come to its end in 14 where the birth of Apollo and Artemis is mentioned. Even if we assume 
that there are two more couplets following,33 we have a length of 12 lines for the story of Asterie. 
The part on Narcissus seems not to start before line 10, where we find a description of how the 

31 AS I tried to show, following Meineke and arguing 
against Lightfoot (1999) 437-8, it seems improbable that 
the poetic version, from which the hexametricalfr 33 Li. 
= SH 646 is taken, contained a metamorphosis 
(Bernsdorff(2003) 17-18). Therefore,fr 33 Li. cannot be 
from the Metamorphoseis and gives us no evidence that 

this work was in hexameters. This fact does not, how- 
ever, exclude the possibility that it was. 

32 Obbink (1999) 64 refers to the passage in his dis- 
cussion of parallels for the astrological elegiacs by 
Anubion. 

33 Cf n.42 on line 15. 
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hero rejects all advances. 
O]eosiEAoAV 

E[60So, if it is related to Narcissus, might be part of the 
introduction.34 Since 14 contains, as Henry suggests, Narcissus' suicide, this story probably had 
about 8-12 lines. We cannot make the same points about the part concerning Adonis because only 
its end is preserved, but the rapidity of narration in this part fits the impression given by the case 
of Asterie and Narcissus. 

But if we consider not only the question of quantity but also that of quality and style of the 
narration, huge differences 

betweenfr. 
28 Li. and the papyrus poem emerge. Fr. 28 Li. = SH 640 

tells the story of Comaetho in a swift but highly artistic manner. Its use of alliterations and asso- 
nances has already been noted by Lightfoot (1999) 177.35 Words beginning with kappa, especial- 
ly with kappa ypsilon, are spread all over the text: 1 Kthicv, 2 ia0apot ... Ki68vow, 3 
Kinptio;, 4 Kbinpt;, 5 Ki8voi cai. As can be seen from the examples, the assonances are part- 
ly the result of word repetitions which underline the content, as 3 Kincptio; / 4 Kaitpti does, 
because it stresses that it is the same goddess who both caused Comaetho's desire and satisfied 
it. The repetition 2 &y{icyaClog ... 5 ydltov marks the start (virginity) and the goal (marriage) of 
the story. 

The repetition of Ki'7npt; in 3-4 just mentioned leads us to the elaborate imagery in this coup- 
let. It is apparently dominated by the opposition of fire and water, both elements which are con- 
nected in the figure ofAphrodite. First, on the level of the narrative, she is responsible for the fire 
Comaetho is suffering from and she brings rescue by transforming her victim into water. Secondly, 
on the level of mythology, Aphrodite is traditionally associated with water36 as well as fire. 

At the same time, the opposition between fire and water is complicated by a transition from 
metaphor to metamorphosis, a technique which reminds us of Ovid's Metamorphoses. In line 3 
the torch is used metaphorically for Comaetho's love, but the solution in 4 consists in the real 
water the heroine is transformed into. A similar device occurs in gige 6' ipcWt in the same line. 
The expression is based on the old Homeric metaphor cptrrri ztvt v tyivat used for sexual 
intercourse. This metaphor (which is in danger of fading) in this story has been revived through 
the metamorphosis which causes the mixing of river and spring (or their 6a6se;tg ydiAog as Parthenius calls it in the next line). As in Ovid, this connection of metaphor and metamorphosis 
has two results: first, the strategy revives metaphors which are in danger of fading, e.g. the mean- 
ing of the fire of love becomes clear if it is put in contrast with real water. Secondly, the process 
of metamorphosis becomes more plausible. By means of the fire metaphor we understand better 
why Comaetho has to become a spring. 

I have just mentioned the relation between 2 dAyxiyaLo; /5 ydpov stressing Comaetho's trans- 
ition from virginity to marriage. The idea of this transition seems to be present also in the rela- 
tionship between itape~vo; in the first and 

vait'4prl 
in the last line, the one meaning 'virgin', the 

other 'bride' (stressed by the vicinity of ydp&ov). At the same time, these two words play upon 
the idea of Comaetho's transition from girl to spring. Therefore, Comaetho becomes a v1Sitpr\ in 
the sense of 'bride', but also in the sense of 'nymph' (this meaning is stressed by 6AAt6evAr 

a 
which follows vig~pcrl immediately). In this respect, by using itap0Avo; 

in line 1, Parthenius 

34 This section would, however, have been longer if 
-A fr. 1.4 icepaiL is the horn of Narcissus' father 
Cephisus, who was a river god (Ov. Met. 3.343). The bull 
shape of rivers is common enough (Archil. fr 287 West; 
Nonn. Dion. 19.345; for Latin, Thll. 4.966.52-967.15) 
and would match the general theme of metamorphosis. 
For Paus. 10.33.5 as indirect evidence for the bull shape 
of the Boeotian Cephisus (Narcissus' father), cf. LIMC 
s.v. Kephisos IV; but cf also Eur. Ion 1261 on the Attic 
Cephisus Aw oamp6jtoppov 6aitit KrlKptooi nurrp6; also 
Ael. VH 2, 33. 

35 Van Groningen (1953) 21-56 regards Parthenius as 
a representative of 'verbal poetry' which intends to be 
euphonious even if the sense becomes unclear, and exem- 
plifies this by an analysis offr 33 Li. (cf 51-2). But see 
the critical remarks of Lightfoot (1999) 48 on van 
Groningen's schematization. 

36 Hes. Theog. 188-93. 
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could also allude to the purity of water37 which Comaetho might have as a spring and which 
matches the well-known purity of her husband Kydnos (2 ica0apot ... Ki6vaot).38 This associa- 
tion may be even easier for a reader who knows (or who is even told in the context of the frag- 
ment) that the son of Kydnos (and Comaetho?) was called Parthenius.39 

III 

With this piece of artistic poetry let us now compare what we find in P Oxy. 4711. First let us 
look at the Asterie-section because only here are we able to survey the whole extent of the nar- 
ration. What is most striking is the density of mythological facts.40 It is remarkable that no other 
poetic treatment of the Asterie myth combines the transformation into a bird and that into an 
island. Only mythography does so and, as far as I can see, only Hyg. Fab. 53, from which schol. 
Stat. Theb. 4.796 derives.41 One gets the impression that the author of this poem is anxious to 
put all the details known by him into one story. You may call this a kind of versified mythography. 
This view can be supported by a comparison with the account in Hyg. Fab. 53: 

louis cum Asterien Titanis filiam amaret, illa eum contempsit; a quo in auem ortygam commutata est, 
quam nos coturnicem dicimus, eamque in mare abiecit, et ex ea insula est enata, quae Ortygia est appel- 
lata. Haec mobilis fuit; quo postea Latona ab Aquilone uento delata est iussu louis, tunc cum eam 
Python persequeretur, ibique oleam tenens Latona peperit Apollinem et Dianam; quae insula postea 
Delos est appellata. 

It becomes evident that apart from the fixing of Delos, which was probably mentioned in 13, all 
the points of the narration in the papyrus poem appear in the mythographic account of Hyginus. 

P.Oxy. 
4711, J fr. 1.7-15 

7-8: Koioa cax Ioifrl; TtrTl[vi{]So; E[yeyuvica/ 

ArlzoSg 'K:E (Pik[nl] oyYovoS 'AoZ[Epifl 
9a: riiv 5i ZEb; AtoOiesKEv 
9b: &'Pe[9YE U5 

10: irp6oa ptiv "ipiov 6pvy ~i~nip v[ep~wov 

11: 6[E]AiiEpov ais gEautia tgCtO svt. [- -- r6vrot 
12: E[ir]trl 5' sle l"c vii ... 

13: Zeus's fixing of the island? 

14-15: o[b]v ooipon icahliv 'Ap[Egt/ .. .] . 5' 

llpith 
.42[ 

Hyginus, Fab. 53 

Asterien Titanisfiliam 

louis cum ... amaret 

illa eum contempsit 
a quo in auem ortygam commutata est 

eamque in mare abiecit, et ex ea insula est 

enata haec mobilisfuit 

oleam tenens Latona peperit Apollinem et 
Dianam 

37 AS the mixing with Kydnos is not real sexual inter- 
course Comaetho remains a 'virgin'. For a metaphorical 
use of nap0vog, cf Aesch. Pers. 613 tapOivo inyft, for 
Hap0svtoS as a name for a well, h. Hom. Cer. 99 with 
Richardson (1974) ad loc.; Segal (1969) 24 gives exam- 
ples for 'the virginal associations of the fresh water of 
rivers and pools' from Ibycus, Euripides and Ovid. 

38 Lightfoot (1999) ad loc. 
39 Athenodorus Tarsius, FGrHist 746 F 1 ('Artemi- 

dorus' is to be corrected in Lightfoot (1999) 178). 

40 This fact has been stressed by Hutchinson (2006) 
77, 80, 83. 

41 Wernicke (1896). 
42 Henry (2005) 53: '... perhaps some part of 

&ptlaqXsijlg'. I suggest this adjective may have belonged 
to the palm-tree Leto is embracing during the birth of 
Apollo and Artemis, cf. h. Horn. Ap. 117 d&tpi 65 (poivytt 
(3de EitxEe with Allen et al. (1936) ad. loc. For 
dAuptwppisl of palm-trees, cf Hdt. 4.172.4. Magnelli 
(2006) 10 has now come to the same interpretation inde- 
pendently. 
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It is, of course, possible that the author has chosen this 'mythographic' style43 only in the 
Asterie section just as Ovid can tell his stories in the Metamorphoses in varying degrees of detail.44 
But the sections on Adonis and Narcissus give a similar impression of rapidity to the part on 
Asterie. In the lines on Adonis we find the same eagerness to combine as many versions of the 
myth as possible. As Reed observes, the combination of exchange between Aphrodite and 
Persephone and Adonis' death by hunting 'do not normally go together'.45 As a third element, the 
author puts into his narration the rare aetiology that a river was named after Adonis.46 We cannot 
say whether the section on Narcissus showed the same tendency,47 and the poet seems to describe 
Narcissus' suffering over a whole couplet (12-13). But altogether we find here the same effort to 
hurry to give a survey of the cardinal points of the story without much attempt to exploit them. 

But as the comparison with Hyginus shows as well, the poem is not mythography in the strict 
sense of the word, because it is in verse and shows a certain degree of stylization. Compared to 
Parthenius, however, this stylization can be called anything but high. There may also be asso- 
nances in P Oxy. 4711 (e.g. , fr 1.11 _ugaxUa gs_awt, 12 1l1fE vrlg, the repetition of verbs with 
-orE, cf below) and semantic oppositions and correspondences (J fr. 1.4 || Kbn]ptit ... 
'Epoe[p6vrit |I, 6 | aiLat ... i'a9hX[e X 6sOv;48 - fr 1.10-11 OEEX0i{peo<aE ... d1piato)) and 
certainly more would be visible if we had the complete text; but, of course, to a certain extent 
such a use is inevitable in every poetic text. But what we have can hardly be called elegant.49 As 
for the imagery, the two most remarkable phrases are ( fr. 1.12 i[it]n 85' i~pite vrljg and -- fr. 
1.12 yifrl g 6XoqsSpaxo ~ipytv 6vEipov. The first describes Asterie after her transformation into 
an island. In spite of her new status the island flies over the sea as if she continues in her former 
existence as a bird. The use of this metaphor seems plausible because the island now is a kind 
of ship (cf Delos in Call. Del. 4.36 and 53), and according to an old poetical tradition the move- 
ment of ships can be described as flying.50so Up to this point there would be nothing offensive in 
this metaphorical use of 7rsotoat. But at the same time the poet feels compelled to explain his 
choice of metaphor pedantically by adding a comparison with a ship. Thus we get a rather 
muddled phrase describing 'an island which flies on the sea like a ship'. 

- fr. 1.12 apparently describes Narcissus' unsatisfied longing for his reflection. In his com- 
mentary Henry refers to Nonn. Dion. 35.252 1aia; KXs,~WtvoWv oKtoEtla tplnv 6vEipov, 
which is a perfectly lucid description of a man waking up and losing his pleasant dreams that are 
compared to a shadow (otoetS~~a).5' In the papyrus, on the other hand, the expression has been 
twisted in an odd way: Narcissus' reflection on the water (a kind of aKst, cf LSJ s.v. 1.2 with 
supplement)52 is seen as a pleasant dream. The pain this deception causes to Narcissus is stressed 

43 For a short description of the way of narrating in 
Hyginus, cf Boriaud (1997) XXX. For Hyginus' use of 
sources, cf now Cameron (2004) 33-45. 

44 For instance in the catalogue of tapestries in the 
Arachne story in Met. 6.87-100 and 103-26 (cf 
Hutchinson (2006) 79), or the transformations mentioned 
during Medea's flight in Met. 7.350-93. 

45 Reed (2006) 81. For a different version (Aphrodite 
descends to Persephone in the underworld and seems to 
achieve Adonis' permanent restoration from among the 
dead), first attested in Aristides, Apol. 11.3, cf Reed 
(2002) 220 n.4. 

46 This aetiology is mentioned only in Lucian, Syr. 8 
and alluded to only by Lyd. Mens. 4.64, p. Wiinsch, cf 
Lightfoot (2003) ad loc. That the river Setrachus is men- 
tioned or implied here seems less probable: cf Henry 
(2005) 51-2 and Reed (2006) 79. 

47 Although 'there is no trace of Ameinias, the lover 
who killed himself when Narcissus rejected him' (Henry 
(2005) 53). 

48 Suppl. Hutchinson (2006) 77: qpur6v Henry, by 
analogy with the non-specific 6pvt; in ( fr. 1.10. For 
qcuxr6v of metamorphosed plants, cf GDRK VI. 1.8 and 17 
(here even pmarbv Kacv, cf Reed (2006) 81), but this is 
a catalogue of different plants where the non-specific 
word seems more suitable (7 6iXo 9pubyv ph~i~so). A sim- 
ilar case is Dioscorus, GDRK XLII.27. 

49 Pace Hutchinson (2006) 83-4. 
50 West (1978), on Hes. Op. 628. 
51 Two expressions similar to ipyitv 6vEipov can be 

found earlier in Greg. Naz. 2.1.1.89 (PG 37.976) TEpxr6- 
gevov EGorltGot sxo 6a6poavEaaov 6vEipot; and PG 
35.636 

6vetpa6o;u r~pWeoS (cf below n.53). 
52 Narcissus' mirror-image is called artc in Paus. 

9.31.7; POxy. 4352 fr. 5.ii.3 oai6sOlWoat, Ndprtooe, rcliv 
otoeitsa p[opqfiv. 
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by 6Xop6pasro, which corresponds to hXa]hoaao in 13 and which together with tkpwtv effects 
an oxymoron. As in the case of the ship in $ fr 1.12, this expression seems to be based on a tra- 
ditional concept. The association of shadows and dreams, also used in the passage from Nonnos 
cited above, is as old as the Nekyia, where Homer describes the fleeing of the soul of Odysseus' 
mother as follows (Od. 11.207-8): tpi; 6& tot o XEtpc Pv oKt, e'iKEov if xa1i 6vEipcp/l 'nTat', and 
in 213 Odysseus calls this appearance an Eitsoov.53 But as in the former instance, the tradition- 
al image has been treated by the author of the papyrus poem in a manneristic way. It is not sur- 
prising that Luppe finds the expression b6Xopiparo tipyt 6vEipox 'kaum verstindlich'.54 

Finally we should have doubts about Parthenian authorship if we look also at the metre. For 
in two of seven relevant verses the treatment of the pentameter caesura infringes Callimachean 
rules, as Henry (2005) remarked.55 

3,fr 1.8 
Arltoi? knc6E (P~i[rl] r.yyovo; 'Aat[Epirl 

Callimachus avoids a word shaped | - - in that position unless a short monosyllable precedes, 
as infr. 75.23 Pf. oi0 yp iC1i,56 Henry (2005) ad loc. can adduce as the only Callimachean excep- 
tion HE 1092 = AP 5.6.2: 11 getv dtLge pi0ov.57 

The second deviation from Callimachean practice is ( frt 1.12 i[n]rl 6' isrE vrlji, because 
Callimachus allows monosyllables (except postpositives, e.g. fr. 87) before the caesura of the 
pentameter only if preceded by words formed I - or I- -I. There seems to be no Callimachean 
exception to that rule. If we widen the perspective to other Hellenistic elegiacss8 we find more 
exceptions, but one should bear in mind that at least in the extant fragments Parthenius never 
violates the Callimachean rules.59 That holds true also for Parthenius' treatment of the middle 
caesura in the 13 observable instances. I am aware of the fact that our basis for calling Parthenius 
a 'strict Callimachean' is very narrow, but it seems broad enough to warn us not to attribute a 
rather short text to him which shows two anomalies. 

IV 

Above I dealt with -- fr 1.12 xp\ytv 6veipou from a stylistic point of view, trying to show that 
the use of this expression in the papyrus is hardly worthy of Parthenius. But perhaps it also gives 
a clue to the date of the papyrus poem. For it is remarkable that this very line end is, as I said 
before, almost identical with one in Nonnos (Dion. 35.252) and is found nowhere else in extant 
literature.60 Since the expression fits very well in Nonnos but not in the papyrus, the similarity 
might give a hint that the author of our poem is imitating Nonnos. What we have to exclude, 

53 This association 'dream-shadow-mirror' is certain- 
ly relevant in the section on Narcissus and excludes the 
possibility that tipynv 6veipou is a mere paraphrase of 
6vEtpinrlg -rpytw, 'idle joy' (Greg. Naz. 38.636, cf n.51 
above). Another example of the association of shadow 
and dream is Pindar's famous outc&; 6vap &v~ptono; 
(Pyth. 8.95-6), on which cf Jiithner (1936). 

54 Luppe (2006b) 2. Instead, Luppe proposes supple- 
ments which make another reading of the couplet neces- 
sary: oilcrpQ 6' bti]p irlyyi; 6Xoqnparo tipWyv 
6vEipo)/iai oiol) (pEbryov, KXa]i6oato KsX. Luppe 
points to the usual connection of ipnoLogat with iinvo; as 
well as with oiroS in Homer, but I cannot find any paral- 
lels for the metonymy 6vEtpoS = iSrvoS. 

55 Cf also Hutchinson (2006) 71. 
56 West (1982) 158 with n.68. 

57 But, as J. Reed points out to me, Callimachus' stiJtE is felt to cohere with the following 9sXov as the anony- 
mous' '~aKE is not. 

58 West (1982) 158 n.67 and Hutchinson (2006) 71. 
59 Lightfoot (1999) 42. G.O. Hutchinson draws my 

attention to Parth. fr 2.4-5 Li. where two correptions 
appear close to each other. That might indicate that 
Parthenius allowed more correptions than Callimachus. 
On correption in Parthenius in general, cf Lightfoot 
(1999) 45-6. The unusual treatment of initial iv- infr 27 
b, 8 Li. oloXt iovouooxv can be explained as an imitation 
of Hes. Theog. 319; cf Lightfoot (1999) ad loc. 

60 But the quotations from Gregory given in n.51 can- 
not be seen as evidence that the hexameter ending t~pwtv 
6veipoi existed in earlier poetry. 
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however, is the existence of a lost common source. I do not think we are able to exclude this with 
certainty, but the fact that we have another - admittedly not so impressive - case on the other side 
of the papyrus makes the assumption of direct influence more probable. In ( fr. 1.10 

inplra J.Lv 3lEPiOV OpvtL l)7Ep 
v[E(qAoV 

the supplement at the end is quite certain because the form of the alternative VEqP0EV is not com- 
mon in dactylic poetry.61 Instances of il pto/~&dpto + vpoq/cve~X0rl are rare (Duris HE 1773 = 
AP 9.424, 1 'Hiptat veqpcxat, Orph. H. 21.1 'Alptot veq cat, Archias GP 3738 = AP 9.343.2 
ispirlg io6xnov i~&u veq prl; where veq 0rl has the meaning 'bird-net'). The genitive lEpiyov ... 

v0cpmov occurs only once in Nonnos, in a passage describing the effects of a metamorphosis as 
our papyrus poem does (Nonn. Dion. 45.133-135a, about Dionysus being tied up by the 
Tyrrhenians): 

iAa~ v~o; AwariviVrli AtATa 
v 

irtcsxo ~oantit Clopqf), &v6poqpiA KEpiE; ti)Jok4LEvo; &xpit 'OXiLXnoi, 
viaoov ilEpiwv vep~ov oaxaS. 

Suddenly the lad grew tall with wonderful beauty, as a man with horned head rising up to Olympos, 
touching the canopy of aerial clouds. (trans. W.H.D. Rouse) 

Although in this case the papyrus poem uses the expression in a clear way, it nevertheless appears 
strange. For 'flying above the clouds' is a very strong expression, if adapted to birds in general62 
(the poet uses the non-specific 6pvti). If the poet intends us to supply the detail that Asterie 
became a quail, that is a bird which was known as a bad flyer,63 the author may have intended to 
play upon this ornithological fact, as Hutchinson (2006) 80 suggests. Asterie, attempting to 
escape Zeus, flies unusually high, only to fall down to the sea.64 It seems strange, however, that 
an animal which has come into existence through metamorphosis behaves untypically just after 
the transformation. And to let her fly not only high but even above the clouds seems to be try- 
ing to outdo the Nonnian passage, where Dionysus grows only up to the clouds. Thus, although 
the metre of the papyrus does not show Nonnian restrictions,65 we should face the possibility that 
this poem, like similar texts from the sixth century,66 imitates Nonnos only in his language, not 
in his metrical practice. 

Let us sum up the results of our investigation. The evidence for Parthenian authorship, espe- 
cially the alleged imitations of the papyrus poem by Ovid and Gregory, has proved to be weak. 
On the other hand, a comparison with what we actually possess of Parthenius' poetry shows that 
the metre of the fragment infringes Callimachean rules twice, and its style and poetic quality dif- 
fer considerably from Parthenius'. Of course, there is the theoretical possibility that Parthenius' 
elegiac poetry on metamorphosis showed very different levels of style, but as far as we can see 

61 Henry (2005) ad loc. 
62 On the lofty flight of eagles, cf Thompson (1936) 

4. Himer. Or. 54.3 on young eagles is clearly hyperbolic, 
as the detail of the sun shows: ... 

'co; &v nxip adrx; r& 

vp8pcra yrEV6gEvot nJEpi acbyv ij&1 tv 
CTyav ijXtov 

7Erwovtat (cited by Hutchinson (2006) 80), but 
cf. Antipater of Thessalonica, GP 172 (= AP 9.10.4) aoierb 

AK VEP)Ov 6~0i igCapiv i&yv; for the beginning, cf also 
Posidippus 31.1 A.-B. - Theocr. Id. 17.72. 

63 Arist. HA 597 a 23; Thompson (1936) 216. 

64 K VEqrPov is used by Antipater of Thessalonica (cf 
n.62) for a similar effect: an eagle sees an octopus which 
is lying on a rock. 

65 Such as the reduction of contractions, preference 
for the feminine caesura, avoidance of paroxytone words 
at the verse end. 

66 Keydell (1935) 28 on Dioscorus of Aphrodito: 'Die 
Hexameter offenbaren ihre Zugehfrigkeit zur Schule des 
Nonnos nur noch in zahlreichen Entlehnungen aus dessen 
Dionysiaka.' It should be said, however, that the metre 
of P Oxy. 4711 is far better than Dioscorus'. 
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P Oxy. 4711 is quite homogeneous in that respect. Altogether, it seems improbable that an author 
like Parthenius, who was able to impress the sophisticated Roman neoterics, could be the author 
of such verses. Secondly, we may maintain that it is not necessary to date this poem to pre-impe- 
rial times because of its elegiac metre, for it certainly can be seen as a form of epigram whose 
strong epic colour is due to its content. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the possibility that 
the poem is by another Hellenistic author, although the examples of Hellenistic elegy which pres- 
ent catalogues of myths are clearly different: that holds true both for pieces by known authors67 
and for those found on papyrus in the last few decades.68 But we have to reckon with the possi- 
bility that this kind of second-rate poetry existed also in Hellenistic times. At least we can say 
that there were mythographical handbooks already in the fourth century BC, but if the piece is 
Hellenistic, it would be astonishing that such poetry was transmitted down to the sixth century 
AD.69 We should therefore assume a late date of composition, rather close to the date of the writ- 
ing of the papyrus. If we believe, as I do, that the author imitates Nonnos, this dating naturally 
becomes certain. 

V 

As a background for this kind of poetry I would like to suggest an institution whose importance, 
especially for the poetry of late antiquity in general, has been stressed quite often: the school. I 
add some considerations which can strengthen this hypothesis. 

As Cribiore's collection of schooltexts on papyri and ostraca shows, epigrams on topics like 
Spartan bravery,70 the fatherland of Homer,71 or epigrams containing speeches of Homeric charac- 
ters72 had a place in Hellenistic and imperial schools.73 Thus the epigrammatic form of the poem 
in P Oxy. 4711 was not unusual in this environment. As shown above by the comparison with 
Hyginus, the papyrus poem seems to be based on a mythographical account and Cameron has 
recently demonstrated that mythographical handbooks had their place also in schools.74 Finally, 
that there was a special mythographic interest in metamorphosis is shown by handbooks devoted 
to this particular subject, such as the Metamorphoseis of Antoninus Liberalis (second century 
AD?) or the Michigan fragment of a dictionary of metamorphosed persons in alphabetical order.75 

The evidence presented so far demonstrates that there was a culture of epigram as well as an 
interest in metamorphosis myth in the Hellenistic and imperial schools. But we have not yet 
found an exact parallel for the treatment of metamorphosis which occurs in P Oxy. 4711, namely 
the short narration of a whole myth. Although I do not know such parallels, their appearance in 
P Oxy. 4711 can further be explained by what we know about the practice of progymnasmata. 

67 For instance, Hermesianax, Leontion, CA pp. 96- 
106 and Phanocles, CA 106-9. 

68 Compare the survey of Hellenistic elegiac 'fram- 
menti a tema erotico-mitologico' and 'testi didascalici e 
mitologici' in Barbantani (2001) 233-6 (POxy. 3727 is 
now SSH 1187; Spanoudakis (2004) tries to attribute SH 
964 to Parthenius); also Lightfoot (1999) 23-4. 

69 Cf above point (B, a) in the argument for 
Parthenian authorship. 

70 Cribiore (1996) nos. 178 and 179 (= SH 971), first 
century BC. On this topic, see more below p. 15. 

71 Cribiore (1996) no. 177 (= SH 973 b) second cen- 
tury BC; no. 198 (= SH 972) second century AD. 

72 Cribiore (1996) no. 355 (PHeid. inv. 1271 v.) 
fifth/sixth century AD; cf also the elegiac epigram on a 
wax tablet containing a riddle, PLit.Lond. 63 = 202 
Cribiore. 

73 Wil3mann (2002). 
74 Cameron (2004) 116-19. 
75 PMich. inv. 1447 verso, late second or early third 

century AD, ed. princ. by Renner (1978); cf Rossum- 
Steenbeek (1998) 144-5, 335-6 (with other examples of 
lists of metamorphoses); Cameron (2004) 43. There is 
perhaps another mythographical account of a metamor- 
phosis story in PSI 1220 (second century AD) whose 
'talking names Dryas and Staphylus ("Oak" and 
"Grapes") suggest the possibility of an aetiological 
metamorphosis' (Cameron (2004) 62). The anapaestic 
dimeters preserved in GDRK VI (PHeid. inv. 222, sec- 
ond/third century AD) seem unlikely to originate from a 
school because of their very elaborate language. The 
presentation of the catalogue in the form of a narration by 
a female first person is remarkable, 1, col. II, 45 
1XALouio' dREOctx[ticYQ. 
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I would like to start with two forms of progymnasmata for the more advanced students: the 
encomium and the ethopoeia. For both types76 the rhetoricians of late antiquity offer us models 
in prose.77 But as Fournet and Cribiore have pointed out, all the examples for encomia and 
ethopoeiae found on papyrus but three78 are in verse.79 Some of these examples are longer poems 
in hexameters, but at least PHeid. 1271 verso = 355 Cribiore presents speeches of Homeric char- 
acters in short units.80so Beside other evidence, the poetical quality of the verses makes it proba- 
ble that they are school products.S1 

At the same time it should be mentioned that there are several examples of ethopoeiae in the 
Anthology (AP 9.126.451-2, 454-80; AP 16.4).82 As far as these literary epigrams are concerned, 
we cannot say whether they are the product of a school. And although none of them is in ele- 
giacs, but almost all are in hexameters83 (due to their Homeric content84), it seems at least remark- 
able that this form was adopted somehow also in epigram. 

The poems contained in P Oxy. 4711, however, are not an ethopoeia, i.e. a speech of mythical 
figures, but short narratives of the whole myth itself. But telling just the plot of the myth was 
also a part of the progymnasmata; it took place on a lower level than the ethopoeia. The hand- 
books call these exercises 6trluyiCzra and most often locate them between gi0og ('fable') and 
XpEia ('anecdote'). As an example I quote [Liban.] Narrat. 44.13-45.3 Firster: 

lHEpi A6pvl;. 

Ar0pvrl b 'r c6XXo; C)yvvrloE Cv A6wov b xo'arxi6t, sOax1taoE 6' 'Air6XXov. itae0v 6s 't itpb6 a&riiv 
spo'tts:rv, sxsi rtEi0Etv Os1 EtXEV, s5{tolcv. 

i 8s EiXEZstat ~ "t~t Ffit l~h &vat lcait z:xo~oatr Xrl Ea3Zfi 

rcptva5Eoxlt. iaci rb sv oatja 5sv6pov syivezo, 66cpvrl &8r b 8&v6pov sv. b OEb; 8& 'bv rt60ov os 
iacx-rXuv, &XX&h r ix pb; 'riiv C6prlv pvr'jvryitCov ~iri 'ro;icX658ox; ici i:a'oztv spao-ii; zWv q3XXhov. 

It cannot be a surprise that there are also many other 6trlyl.axra in the Libanian corpus:85ss 
metamorphosis as a supernatural act offers good examples of the form of 6uilyrga which 
Hermogenes defines as uetK0C6v and which is characterized by Quint. Inst. 2.4.2: fabulam, quae 
uersatur in tragoediis atque carminibus non a ueritate modo sed etiam a forma ueritatis remo- 
ta.86 Later (2.4.18) Quintilian recommends adding to narration the exercise of refuting and con- 
firming it, and then mentions the mythical type as the most obvious: ... id porro non tantum in 
fabulosis et carmine traditis fieri potest ... And in fact myths of metamorphosis often occur in 
this context in the rhetorical handbooks. For instance, [Hermog.] Progymn. 5 = p.11.11-12 Rabe 
illustrates the &vaoieaotq 'r 

oo1 d&oapoiS with otov &oacapi #v b xepi Nipxtooov Xp6vo; 
and in p.11.17-18 the type iK 'oi &rtpexo7I with dxpedri; iv -bv 'Air6,iova ebyv 6vra Ovrlzt 

76 A combination of both in the same papyrus can be 
found in P Vind. G. 29789 and P Oxy. 3537; cf Fernandez 
Delgado (1994) 303. 

77 Encomium: e.g. Liban. vol. VIII, 216-77 Foerster, 
ethopoeia Liban. vol. VIII, 372-437 Foerster. A list of 
prose ethopoeiae up to Byzantine times is given by 
Fournet (1992) 254 n.9. 

78 P Vindob. G. 29789 (papyrus codex, third/fourth 
century AD, 'Prosaethopoiien eines jungen Schiilers' 
according to Fernandez Delgado (1994) 299) = Pack2 
2528 = no. 9 in Fournet (1992) 259; POxy. 2084 (third 
century, 'encomion on the fig') = Pack2 2527; POxy. 
4647 (second/third AD, 'encomion on the horse')= 
Mertens-Pack3 2527.020. 

79 Survey at Fournet (1992) 256-9; Cribiore (2001) 
229-30. 

80 Cf also Dioscorus, GDRK XLII.26 (7 verses) and 
27 (6 verses). 

81 Fernandez Delgado (1994) 303. 
82 Not before the second half of the fifth century, 

according to Wifstrand (1933) 170. 
83 AP 9, 476, 478, 480 are in iambics. An elegiac 

ethopoeia can be found in the tenth century by Johannes 
Geometres (PG 106, 932). 

84 Fournet (1992) 261. 
85 Other pseudo-Libanian narrations which describe 

metamorphosis are nos. 1 Sirens, 2 Hyacinthus, 4 Pithys, 
12 Callistho, 18 and 19 Procne and Philomela, 20 Marsyas, 
26 Alectryon, 32 Pitys, 35 and 36 Perseus, 38 Elate. 

86 Cf Clark (1957) 183 on these 6rlyflaxsra: 'They 
would include such mythological subjects as Ovid used it 
in his Metamorphoses, which, indeed, may well be con- 
sidered as school exercises elevated to great literature.' 
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jtiyvavoat. Aphthonius gives a model pair of confirmation and refutation concerning the story 
of Apollo and Daphne.87 

I would like to suggest that we regard the poem preserved in P Oxy. 4711 as a collection of 
thematically arranged SutrlYCjura. For their treatment in verse, there is, as I said before, no 
immediate parallel, but we can refer to the analogy in other forms of progymnasmata such as 
encomia and ethopoeiae. The epigrammatic form would fit the shortness expected of a 8tul'yta. At this point we should take into consideration another example of school poetry which has 
been transmitted on two ostraca from the first century BC. They contain an epigram of six vers- 
es on a lame Spartan soldier who in spite of his weakness is eager to fight (SH 971): 

botO' 6 Aylcov (ton' s.EJ Ev 6 W i Cmnooiv pa 
pt ivov, 

ei; Ztv ihl)p iitxpa; aTELXXr6Evo ~ 
r6XEiov. Xirapta idkt' 86EAKZtO ~oOrl6Ov, &viixa xaiXit 

&hlrnij,Arnv, 
caiirEp yoia fkapuvvgEvov. 

'i5oLtei, oam6' &Xpiov prKltov oAApia, ilaridiv 
0{ (P& 

gcv, 
i 
4txVEtV loaeov. 

Thus spoke the Laconian once, who could not walk properly on his feet, when he got ready for the bat- 
tle for his country: 'Sparta took me, too, hasting to battle, after I was armed with the shaft [of the spear]. 
I will come, not as a useless appendage, I will come to the spear: a Laconian, I have learnt not to flee 
but to stay.' (trans. J. Wif3mann) 

What is remarkable in our context is the fact that this little story has the form of another rhetor- 
ical exercise, namely of the xpEia, in Clark's definition 'a brief exposition of what a person said 
or did, for the purpose of edification'.88 The upeta was the object of various kinds of further 
manipulation by students.89 Elsewhere the anecdote of the brave soldier is transmitted only in 
Plutarch's Spartan Apophthegms,90 i.e. in a genre which is very close to the XP~ca.91 It should be 
noted that anonymous Lacedaemonian soldiers of outstanding bravery also appear in other 
mpExat, which can be found as examples in rhetorical handbooks.92 

This example from the ostraca is important for us for two reasons. First, it gives an example 
of a versified progymnasma which was - unlike the encomion and the ethopoeia, but like the 
6tulynLa - practised not by advanced students but by beginners. Secondly, it shows that a 'small' 
form of progymnasma can appear as an epigram. 

A possible objection to my interpretation may be that one would expect a schooltext to be of 
a rather simple style. The 'relatively straightforward, standard poetic diction'93 on the S -side may 
match this,94 but, as I said before, the phrase t~pwrtv 6vEipou in -fr. 1.12, seems rather manner- 
istic.95 But we have to take into consideration that in late antiquity the forms of versified pro- 
gymnasmata were practised outside schools, too, although the genre originates from the school. 

87 Rhetores Graeci 1.72.15-76.18 and 77.14-80.15 
Walz. For an ethopoeia connected with metamorphosis, 
cf Dioscorus of Aphrodito, GDRK XLII.27 (Fournet 
(1999) 1, 446): Apollo to Hyacinthus and Daphne after 
their transformation. Menander Rhetor 393.1-5 recom- 
mends the reading of metamorphosis poetry like that of 
Nestor of Laranda in order to find appropriate themes for 
laliai. 

88 Clark (1957) 186. 
89 On this, cf Hock and O'Neil (1986) 35-41. 
90 Agesilaus no. 34 (Mor. 210 f); Androkleides (217 

c); anon. 45 (234 e); cf Wilmann (2002) 219-20. 
91 Pointed out, e.g., by LAW s.v. 'Chrie' (O. 

Gigon/H.Hommel). 

92 Nos. 44-6 in Hock and O'Neil (1986) 326-30. 
93 Reed (2006) 76. 
94 fr 1.4 Henry (2005) proposes to read IPEph3 [at]] 

which would be a gloss, but Reed (2006) 77-8 has shown 
that P. is unlikely and iai (which would remove the 
asyndeton) is an attractive possibility. (I have doubts, 
however, whether after that Reed's f3o0upj ('solemn') 
can be read because I would rather read an epsilon instead 
of an omicron.) 

95 The thematic links between the sections listed by 
Hutchinson (2006) 74 do not seem very artful to me and 
therefore do not suggest a literary level which would be 
impossible outside the schools. 
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This 'radiation' of school poetry can be illustrated for instance by Dioscorus of Aphrodito, who 
composed among other Gelegenheitsdichtungen also ethopoeiae (GDRK XLII.26 and 27, 
Fournet (1999) 446-51).96 

Another objection may lie in the fact that P Oxy. 4711 belonged to a codex written in a rather 
formal script ('Coptic uncial').97 But we should bear in mind that, for instance, the papyri which 
contain ethopoeiae are of varying quality. Although there is, as far as I can see, no example in 
the Coptic uncial in particular, we do find comparable cases. 

(a) P Oxy. 3002, fourth century, a Homeric ethopoeia, according to its editor Parsons 'in 
orthography as in script ... a very professional piece'.98s 

(b) PHeid. inv. G. 1271, sixth century = 355 Cribiore, although showing a much worse script, 
orthography and prosody, gives an example of a codex with an anthology of ethopoeiae. 

(c) P Graves = Packz 1844 = GDRK XXVI, dated by the first editor to the fourth century but 
by Turner (1977) 116 no.314 to the fifth-sixth century, gives an example of a collection of 
ethopoeiae in a professionally written codex.99 

There are two possible explanations for the existence of such elaborate anthologies of versi- 
fled progymnasmata. We could think, as Fernindez-Delgado (1994) 303 does in view of 
P Graves, of a versified equivalent to the prose collection in the Corpus Libanianum. This 
anthology could then have been a model for the students. Or we could again consider the possi- 
bility that this poetry was written outside school by a poet (like Dioscorus) who continued a genre 
he knew from school. It seems quite possible that such a poet thought his products worthy of 
being preserved in a more formal way.100 

The results of my paper may be disappointing for all who wish to read more of Parthenius' 
poetry. But at the same time we have to take into consideration that Parthenian scholarship can 
profit from this piece even if it is not by the master himself. First, it illustrates the existence of 
a subliterary poetical treatment of metamorphosis continuing a tradition in which Parthenius' 
Metamorphoseis are without doubt an important element. Secondly, this kind of metamorphosis 
poetry enables us to estimate how skilfully Parthenius seems to have treated this subject in his 
poetry. Thirdly, the new piece sheds light on the importance that mythography had for educa- 
tional and literary culture in the imperial age. In this sense it illustrates the impact of a genre of 
which Parthenius' Erotica Pathemata are our most splendid example. 

HANS BERNSDORFF 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universittit, 

Frankfurt am Main 

96 For other mannerisms in this kind of poetry, cf. 
PHeid. 1271.Z.18 (of Achilles) tdlx drK6prlyog 
Apdrrov, 'wo sich der Verfasser mit der KatvotoLiac im 
Plural 

iprovv (= tAi~ti0.ia) wohl sehr geistreich vorkam' 
(Crusius (1905) 620); P Oxy 3537 (Hesiod ethopoeia), 12 
Lidcv6Spy1 Wl 

Iptid.[A 
vcx. In Latin literature Dracontius 

(who was a lawyer like Dioscorus) is another example of 
a poet outside school who wrote poetry in rhetorical 
forms (ethopoeiae: Romul. IV and IX, controversia: 
Romul. V). 

97 Henry (2005) 46-7; on this style, cf Gonis (2000) 
125-6. 

98 Parsons (1974). 
99 Fournet (1992) 257; Fernandez Delgado (1994) 

303. 
100 The progymnasmata poetry by Dioscorus, how- 

ever, was not written in a codex but on the verso of a con- 
tract. 
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